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Demand more from your private office.
Order acceptable October 1, 2014

The way people work is constantly changing. Today’s new office landscape demands
diverse, adaptable workspaces that optimize space and help people work smarter. More
collaboration, flexibility, and personal control are the new norms – and the private office
is no exception. Suite is the new casegoods line that addresses these changes while still
maintaining the timeless elegance and beauty found in fine wood furniture.

Suite - Gold
Product Category:
Case Goods

++ Suite provides more than a private office. It helps people do more with less. With a statement
of line designed to enhance space efficiency, Suite works hard to keep costs down.
++ It is a comfortable, personalized, efficient space that easily transforms for user needs,
accommodating multiple workstyles in a condensed footprint.
++ With its deliberate attention to refined details, Suite commands a level of stature through
the richness of veneer without sacrificing functionality.
Designed by Steffen Lipsky, Haworth Design Studio
Chameleons are a focus of inspiration for Suite; they are adaptable within
their environment and shift continuously throughout the day. Haworth
was looking to create a product line with a breadth of elements to create
flexibility and allow tailoring to reflect an individual’s personality while
fully engaging the organization’s brand identity.
Suite was designed to have an additional level of three-dimensional play
between elements in foreground, background, and sliding elements

that reveal or conceal. This dimensional variation, combined with lines
through irregular softened shapes on main tables, facilitate a natural
gather of people instead of driving hierarchy.
• Horizontal lines, minimal hardware, and a lighter scale application
presents a clean look that further closes the gap between home and
office.
• Suite’s unique features allow for the private office to easily transform
for varying workstyles.
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Innovation Points
• Height Adjustability has been incorporated into standard
components to provide user control and high performance
ergonomics.
• Storage components allow for easy wire management as technology
is installed and changed over time.
• Common storage fronts are implemented where appropriate to
reduce visual breaks for clean lines and refined aesthetics.

Statement of Line
• Alternative storage components for technology and personal use
such as sliding door credenzas and sliding blotters
• Height adjustable desk and tables
• L-Shelves
• Iconic monolithic height adjustable tables
• Overhead storage units with sliding or hinged doors
• 1.5 high storage with common storage fronts
• 2 high storage
• Recycling storage
• Utility storage
• Magnetic back painted glass tack boards and doors

Finishes
• All Haworth Integrated Palette™ wood finishes
»»Horizontal double cut veneer
»»Cherry
»»Walnut
»»Maple
»»Oak
»»Beech
• Textured, solid, and metallic paint
• Chrome
• White back painted low iron tempered glass
• Blotter – Brisa and Wuhl
• Tack board approved fabric selection

